
tele (from a distance)
origin: Greek 
τηλε (tēle, ‘tair-leh’) = far off

telescope
‘teh-leh-skoh-p’ 
An instrument containing lenses 
that allows a person to see further 
than with the naked eye

telepathy
‘teh-leh-pa-thee’ 
The ability to read someone 
else’s mind

telephone
‘teh-leh-foh-n’ 
A device that allows communication between 
people who are far apart
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Complete the words with the root tele to match the definition.

tele 

Fill it in

Name: ____________________________

🔭
tele=from a distance

_ _ _ _ port 
in science fiction, to 

transport instantly across 
a distance

 _ _ _ _ gram 
a pre-Internet method of sending written 
messages electronically over distances

_ _ _ _ vision 
an invention that allows vision and sound signals brodcast from 

afar to be displayed

_ _ _ _ pathic 
able to read someone else’s mind

_ _ _ _ phone 
a device that allows communication between people who are far apart

_ _ _ _ metry 
using equipment to 

take scientific 
measurements 
remotely then 

transmit the results 
electronically



Match each word containing the root tele to its meaning.

Match it up

Name: ____________________________

telekinesis

televise

telemetry

telephone

telepathic

to record for broadcast on 
television

an instrument containing 
lenses that allows a person to 

see further than with the 
naked eye

the ability to move objects 
without touching them, by 

using the power of the mind 
alone (science fiction)

able to read someone’s mind

a device that allows 
communication between 
people who are far apart

using equipment to take 
scientific measurements 

remotely then transmit the 
results electronically

telescope

tele 
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Chose the best word below that uses the root tele to complete the 
people’s sentences.

Finish the phrase

Name: ____________________________

!

!

!"

"

!

I hope the match between United and City 

will be _______________  so I can watch it.

Wouldn’t it be great if we could just 

________________________ to the moon?

teleg
rams teleport

I don’t know what you want for breakfast! 


I’m not ________________________ !

In our day we didn’t have emails. We had to 

send _____________________ .

televisedtelephone

I need to call my mum but I forgot 

to bring my ______________.

telep
athic

tele 
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In each box, write a word that uses the root tele. Then draw a 
picture to illustrate that word.

Picture this

Name: ____________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

tele 
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Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root tele. 
After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it means. The first 
player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally wins.

Noughts & Crosses

Name: ____________________________

_ _ _ _ gram _ _ _ _ port

_ _ _ _ vision

_ _ _ _ pathy

_ _ _ _ pathic

_ _ _ _ phone_ _ _ _ kinesis

_ _ _ _ vised _ _ _ _ metry

tele 
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